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NEW QUESTION: 1
セールスアソシエイトが顧客のセールスリードを入力できるようにするモバイルアプリケーション
を作成する必要があります。
どの4つのアクションを順番に実行する必要がありますか？回答するには、適切なアクションをア
クションのリストから回答領域に移動し、正しい順序で配置します。
Answer:
Explanation:
Explanation
Reference:
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powerapps/maker/model-driven-apps/build-first-model-dri
ven-app

NEW QUESTION: 2
Which statement about LLDP-MED is true?
A. LLDP-MED is an extension to LLDP that operates only between network devices.
B. LLDP-MED is an extension to LLDP that operates between endpoint devices and network
devices.
C. LLDP-MED is an extension to LLDP that operates only between endpoint devices.
D. LLDP-MED is an extension to LLDP that operates between routers that run BGP.
Answer: B
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Explanation:
LLDP for Media Endpoint Devices (LLDP-MED) is an extension to LLDP that operates between
endpoint devices such as IP phones and network devices such as switches. It specifically
provides support for voice over IP (VoIP) applications and provides additional TLVs for
capabilities discovery, network policy, Power over Ethernet, and inventory management.
Reference:
http://www.cisco.com/en/US/docs/switches/metro/me3400/software/release/12.2_58_se/conf
igur ation/ guide/swlldp.pdf

NEW QUESTION: 3
Refer to Exhibit.
MTU has been configured on the underlying physical topology, and no MTU command has been
configured on the tunnel interfaces. What happens when a 1500-byte IPv4 packet traverses the
GRE tunnel from host X to host Y, assuming the DF bit is cleared?
A. The packet arrives on router C without fragmentation.
B. The packet is discarded on router A
C. The packet is discarded on router B
D. The packet arrives on router C fragmented.
Answer: D
Explanation:
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